DefenseCode Group 

Bridging the gap between Security and DevOps
Key Benefits
Automate security
vulnerabilities


Fast, Accurate and
actionable results


Seamless DevOps and
CI/CD integrations


Powerful REST API
interface


Low false positives
rates


On Prem or SaaS
options


Compliance reporting

PCI-DSS, SANS/CWE
Top 25, OWASP Top 10
and NIST


Comprehensive web
crawler (HTML,
HTML5, AJAX, Web
2.0, Flash)


JavaScript and Flash
support


API scanning
(WebServices, SOAP,
JSON and XML)



DefenseCode Group is rapidly becoming a widely recognized leader in application
security testing, security consultancy and vulnerability research.


Privately owned, and founded in 2010, DefenseCode originated as pentesting
services organization which provided the team exposure to a wide range of tools
and products that are commercially available, combined with in-depth experience
of penetration testing, zero-day vulnerability research, security audit and source
code security analysis. The team identified a significant gap in the market for high
performance Static Application Security Testing (SAST, WhiteBox Testing) and
Dynamic Application Security Testing (DAST, BlackBox Testing) technologies.


This key market exposure provided the team motivation to create from the ground
up solutions; ThunderScan® (SAST) and WebStrike (DAST) that focused on usability
for the DevOps team by ensuring usability with the noise levels of false positives
and false negatives are kept to an absolute minimum; while mutually safeguarding
that other stakeholder’s such as directors and Chief Information Security Officers
within the business are also fulfilled.


Globally we have a combination of direct and channel partners that provide
support within ‘time zone’ to clients that include Blue Chip organizations from
Banking, Finance, Insurance, Telecommunications, and IT sectors.


OUR MISSION Is to bridge the gap between DevOps and Security, while delivering
application security solutions that are fast, scalable, effective, and easy to use.
Our commitment is to exceed the highest standards of threat detection.


ThunderScan® scales to analysis of millions of source lines across 27 different
programming languages and various programming frameworks within hours or
even minutes. Scalibility combined with repeatability of automation provided an
easy and painless way to introduce security into any DevOps enviorment, providing
compliance for PCI-DSS, SANS/CWE Top 25, OWASP Top 10 and NIST.


WebStrike can discover over 60 different classes of web application security
vulnerabilities (including OWASP Top 10) and more than 5,000 CVE vulnerabilities.

Post-Authentication
web application
scanning (2FA, OTP,
CAPTCHA)



Accurate Security
Analysis


Seamless CI/CD DevOps
Integration



Scalable Licensing
Models
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